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A joint experiment between DIII-D and EAST was conducted recently, aiming at 
exploring high performance operation with qmin > 2 and reduced torque. The effort was 
largely motivated by the interest in developing a possible scenario for long-pulse high 
performance operation with low torque on EAST. This experiment extended the previous 
high βp, high qmin non-inductive regime, which has been tested in the 2013 DIII-D/EAST 
joint experiment, to significantly higher normalized fusion performance (G = H89βn/q95

2 = 
0.16) at higher plasma current (Ip = 0.8 MA). Very high confinement, H89 = 3.5 with βn ~ 
3, has been achieved transiently in this experiment. The excellent confinement is 
associated with the formation of an ITB at large minor radius (normalized ρ ~ 0.7) in all 
channels (ne, Te, Ti, Vφ, most strong in the Te channel). In this experiment we 
demonstrated that such ITB and good confinement are achievable at relatively higher 
plasma current with high qmin, finite inductive-driven current and Ip feedback control. In 
the previous DIII-D experiments such ITB was only observed at low current (Ip = 0.6 
MA) in the high βp, high qmin non-inductive regime with clamped E-coil. In addition, we 
found that such strong electron ITB can be reproducibly triggered by a current ramp up at 
a ramping rate of 0.4 MA/s, accompanied by a significant change in the q profile near the 
ITB location. However, the triggered ITB collapses shortly afterwards, perhaps as the 
pulse of the induced current travels to smaller minor radius, changing the q-profile in an 
unfavorable way. Furthermore, BES data show significant reduction in the fluctuation 
levels near the ITB location during the ITB formation. Broadband turbulence in the 
frequency range of 50-150 kHz is significantly enhanced at high current (Ip = 0.8 MA) 
relative to low current (Ip = 0.6 MA) when the ITB is absent. In summary, this successful 
joint experiment may open up a new avenue towards high performance low torque 
inductive plasmas with high qmin, which will be demonstrated on EAST for long pulse 
operations in the near future. 
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